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Predict COVID-19 Spread  
with Augmented Intelligence

The Problem
Policymakers are confronted with a scarcity of reliable information 
regarding where COVID-19 is likely to surge in their communities. Many 
available forecasts provide less than a four weeks notice at the state and 
county level. Additionally, these forecasts often miss surges in community 
transmission until it is too late to change course.1 Policymakers are left 
without enough time to create and implement targeted, localized strategies 
in time to prevent outbreaks.

With advanced and localized intelligence on disease spread, policymakers can adjust 

vaccination, travel, and testing policies. More accurate decisions today build constituent 

trust tomorrow.

Become the standard for 
accountable and efficient 
government: 

 
  

  

  

How Can AI Help Your State Combat COVID-19?

• Use over 450 variables, such as mobility & unreported infections, to predict 
disease impact up to 6 months in advance

• Identify and select sites to host vaccination, testing, and education 
campaigns to support vulnerable populations

• Rapidly adapt policies and resource allocation - staffing, funding, and  
PPE – to new and emerging challenges

1See CDC COVID Data Tracker’s historical weekly snapshots https://covid.cdc.gov/covid-data-tracker/#forecasting_weeklycases 

Safe and free  
communities 
Allocated 2 Million+ tests  
to local communities based 
on site selection guidance

Stop the spread 
Caught 54% more future 
disease occurrence with 
optimized site selection

Unlock you HR  
team’s potential 
Save over 50% time  
spent reviewing resumes  
and other docs



Contact Us
DataRobot 
225 Franklin Street, 13th Floor 
Boston, MA 02110, USA

www.datarobot.com 
info@datarobot.com
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LONG TERM ACCURACY
• Forecasts from tomorrow, beyond the next 90 days, allow 

policymakers to assess the timing and scale of outbreaks

• Scenario planning up to 12 months ahead of time for deaths, 
immunity, infections, severity, and community spread

LOCAL INTELLIGENCE
• Access census county-level insight into infection risk, mobility,  

and demographics compared to access to testing and  
care providers 

• Deploy county-level insight for vaccine and at-home testing  
trial enrollment

CONTINUOUS LEARNING 
• Forecast models are back-tested on the latest data  

and evaluated for accuracy and updates daily 

• Integrate variants of interest and concern across multiple 
geographic scales to create a best-in-class prediction tool  
for infections, cases, and deaths

Protect vulnerable 
communities

Build public trust  
with accurate,  
targeted policy

Inform resource and 
stockpile planning

Reduce impact of 
future outbreaks

 
Benefits of AI-Enabled Disease Forecasting

AI You Can Trust

1,000,000+

>$6.3B

514%

33.33%
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Projects Supported

2021 
Valuation

Return on 
Investment

Fortune 50
Companies

Top 10 
Telecom

Top 10 
U.S. Banks


